Context.-In the early 1900s, it was common practice to retain, prepare, and display instructive pathologic specimens to teach pathology to medical trainees and practitioners; these collections were called medical museums. Maude Abbott established her reputation by developing expertise in all aspects of medical museum work. She was a founder of the International Association of Medical Museums (later renamed the International Academy of Pathology) and became an internationally renowned expert on congenital heart disease. Her involvement in the Canadian Medical War Museum (CMWM) is less well known.
Objective.-To explore Abbott's role in the development of the CMWM during and after World War I and to trace its history.
Design.-Available primary and secondary historical sources were reviewed.
Results.-Instructive pathologic specimens derived from
Canadian soldiers dying during World War I were shipped to the Royal College of Surgeons in London, which served as a clearinghouse for museum specimens from Dominion forces. The Canadian specimens were repatriated to Canada, prepared by Abbott, and displayed at several medical meetings. Abbott, because she was a woman, could not enlist and so she reported to a series of enlisted physicians with no expertise in museology. Plans for a permanent CMWM building in Ottawa eventually failed and Abbott maintained the collection at McGill (Montreal, Quebec, Canada) until her death in 1940. We trace the CMWM after her death.
Conclusions.-Sadly, after Abbott had meticulously prepared these precious teaching specimens so that their previous owners' ultimate sacrifice would continue to help their military brethren, the relics were bureaucratically lost.
(Arch Pathol Lab Med. doi: 10.5858/arpa.2017-0425-HP) M aude Abbott, MD (1869-1940) ( Figure 1 ) is one of the best known Canadian physicians of the 20th century. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] In addition to having important and well-known roles in the founding of the International Association of Medical Museums (IAMM, later the International Academy of Pathology 6 ) and the development of the science of congenital cardiac disease, she was at the forefront of efforts to open doors of opportunity to women physicians in Canada. Her involvement in the Canadian Medical War Museum (CMWM) and the story of its development and outcome is less well known and is the subject of this historical essay.
In the 1800s and the early 1900s, it was common practice to retain, prepare, and display instructive pathologic specimens obtained at autopsy or the operating room to teach pathology to medical trainees and practitioners; these collections were called medical museums. 7, 8 In 1899, Abbott was hired by Pathology Professor John George Adami, MD (1862 -1926 5, 9 to curate the McGill Medical Museum, which held many specimens preserved by William Osler, MD (1849-1919), 5, 10 and she quickly became recognized as a world authority in all aspects of medical museum work.
The advent of World War I (WWI) created new opportunities for women to fill positions that historically had only been open to men. According to Abbott: ''... nearly everyone we cared for (i.e., all of her McGill physician colleagues) went across. My part was of course to carry on at home, and I was given the Acting Editorship of the Canadian Medical Association Journal (CMAJ), and did my best to keep it from going under during that troubled and short-handed time.'' 1(p149) Unfairly, Abbott was never actually given the title ''acting editor,'' 4 as the Founding Editor, Andrew MacPhail, MD (1864-1938) 5, 11, 12 never resigned after enlisting and going overseas.
Abbott's other marketable skill-museology-also proved to be useful in the context of the War effort. By the time of WWI, collecting and creating a repository for pathologic teaching specimens illustrating types of war injuries and infectious diseases common amongst troops had become state-of-the-art wartime medical practice. When the War began in 1914, the major combatant factions immediately needed to plan for such museums. [13] [14] [15] In November 1914, the British Medical History Committee was formed and was charged with developing these plans for the Commonwealth. 16, 17 Because Abbott was the Canadian expert on the preparation and mounting of medical museum specimens, she naturally expected to be involved in planning the CMWM. Moreover, since she was a woman and could not enlist, overseeing the collecting and cataloging of Canadian war specimens would be a perfect way to serve.
Decisions on how this would proceed for all Dominion forces were made in London. In May 1915, the Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) of London agreed to be the repository and serve as the clearinghouse for specimens derived from dead British, Canadian, and Australian soldiers, with the plan that these would eventually be repatriated to the soldiers' countries of origin to populate their own medical war museums. 14, 18 Arthur (later Sir Arthur) Keith, MB ChB (1866-1955), a British surgeon/ anthropologist and director of the RCS's Hunterian Museum, was placed in charge. 19 Later, Edmonton pathologist Captain Morton Eldred Hall, MD, CAMC (1887-1975), 20 was assigned to the RCS in London and became highly proficient with mounting and displaying macerated bones damaged by projectiles. Hall and Keith published 4 illustrated articles in the British Journal of Surgery after the War, documenting their work [21] [22] [23] [24] ; however, a knowledgeable pathologist was really needed upstream in the field to optimally collect and ship specimens. 29 Ironically, Abbott, who was never permitted to play anything but a supportive role in the CMWM, was simultaneously coeditor of both journals. Chandler also wrote 1 other review. 30 Chandler's role with the CMWM was short-lived (,1 year), but he was the first of many enlisted male physicians temporarily directing the CMWM.
THE CANADIAN MEDICAL WAR MUSEUM
Abbott wanted to do more. In 1918, she repeatedly corresponded with Arthur Keith, outlining why she should be sent to France to collect and prepare specimens. She even suggested a creative way to circumvent the barrier of being unable to enlist by proposing that she could first arrive in France on IAMM business and then provide unofficial assistance. Her request was denied and instead Captain Lloyd Phillips MacHaffie, MD (1889-?), a newly enlisted surgeon with no knowledge of museum techniques, was put in charge in France. Abbott volunteered to assist MacHaffie, but her offers were again rejected. 31 In the meantime, the Canadian Department of National Defence (DND) appointed Abbott as ''acting curator'' of the Museum in Canada. It was formally agreed that the preparation, mounting, and cataloging of specimens would be done at McGill under her supervision, where she was assisted by museum technicians E. Lionel Judah (Figure 2 ) and J. Giroux, as well as liaison officer Major Fraser B. Gurd, MD.'' 1, 32, 33 As ''acting curator,'' Abbott reported to Canadian Director General of Medical Services (DGMS) John Taylor Fotheringham, MD (1860 MD ( -1940 . 34 A consultant board was formed that developed plans to publish a multivolume Canadian War Museum, Medical Section, Scientific and Descriptive Catalogue describing each specimen and to establish a museum in Ottawa for the permanent public display of the collection, similar to the display of British specimens at the RCS. 16 By 1919, Major John George Alexander Campbell, MD (1889-?) (a general practitioner) had been appointed Curator of the National Medical Museum. It is not clear what his role was, since Abbott appears to have organized most of the related work; however, Campbell did give some speeches about the importance of the collection. The consultant board met several times (see below) and its plan for the Catalogue, which was to be a critical research repository and educational tool, was accepted by Privy Council and given $10,000 to fund it on June 15, 1921. 16 Volume 1 was ready for publication by 1922 and other volumes were not far behind. Fotheringham was to be Editor-in-Chief. However, the physical museum building never materialized and the catalogue was never published.
Despite these failures, the material in the collection was seen and discussed. On No one who ever attended a meeting of the American College of Surgeons has ever before seen anything like it, and the catalogue you issued of all of the exhibits was a perfect marvel to everybody. How you ever managed to get this catalogue out of the Government none of us have the slightest idea; but it just made complete an exhibition which was really wonderful. 37 The only extant photographs of the CMWM collection come from this ACS meeting (Figure 3, A The final size of the CMWM collection is not entirely clear, as it arrived in Canada in a piecemeal manner. One estimate suggests about 900 specimens. The first installment, as noted above, came before the War was over and in time for the meeting in Hamilton in 1918; unfortunately, there is no record of how many war museum specimens were exhibited there.
Sixteen Canadian General Hospitals, 10 Canadian Stationary Hospitals, and 1 Canadian Mobile Laboratory were established in Europe during WWI, some or all of which contributed specimens. 42, 43 In some instances, Canadian General Hospitals were staffed by physicians from a particular medical school (eg, No. 3 was staffed by McGill physicians and No. 4 was staffed by University of Toronto physicians) and in other instances, they were simply an assembly of Canadian physicians and surgeons (eg, No. 1). It seems intuitive that general hospitals with primarily academic staffing would have been most inclined to provide specimens, but nonacademic hospitals such as No. 1 also took part. 44 McGill's No. 3 Canadian General Hospital was likely the most active contributor, since most McGill physicians and surgeons were aware of the importance of medical museums because of Abbott. According to MacPhail, Dr Rhea was serving as pathologist and was an outstanding source of museum material. In particular, MacPhail praised Rhea for his bone specimens, which he had:
... macerated and mounted in the hospital, and in spite of the difficult conditions imposed were brought there to a high degree of perfection, the delicate process of repair in bone being in situation with the aid of x-rays made during life. In addition, each specimen was made the subject of a complete clinico-pathological study carried out with the assistance of the surgeon in charge of the patient during life. The whole was a collection unique in the history of war, and a brilliant example of the triumph of personal skill and intelligent collaboration over serious difficulties. It has been sent forward intact by the British Government with the remainder of the material of the Canadian Army Medical Museum, and now constitutes one of its most important sections. 16p313 Rhea later published his methodology. 45 In August 1919, Morton Hall repatriated the remainder of the Canadian specimens.
14 According to the CMAJ, ''sixtythree boxes of museum material have been shipped from the Royal College of Surgeons, England, to Canada. ... Thirty Canadian specimens, included in the National collection at the Royal College of Surgeons were retained by the Imperial authorities and an equal number substituted from the National collection. '' 40p949 These included approximately 200 macerated bone specimens, 300 wet specimens showing gunshot injuries, and other wet specimens (not numerated), as well as many other types of teaching material. It is not clear whether any of the macerated bone specimens he and Keith had published together were included. Hall, when telling the story in 1972, noted that it was so hectic while these materials were being packed up from the RCS Hunterian Museum for shipment to Canada, that ''I nearly had some of Hunter's specimens, but not quite!'' 46 As highlighted by MacPhail, the teaching collection had grown in scope:
In addition to the material sent forward from the Royal College of Surgeons, the collection has now come to include examples of wax models, casts, pictures, and drawings illustrating plastic and facial surgery; models of orthopaedic surgery; enemy and allied equipment; xray lantern slides; traumatic lesions of the fundus of the eye; and water-colour sketches of army medical arrangements made under military instructions in the field. 16p314 This was consistent with the contemporary trend to expand the value of medical museums by using many different media. 47 
THE QUEST FOR THE LOST CMWM
At the opening of the RCS exhibition on October 11, 1917, Sir Alfred Keogh, MD (1857-1936), Director-General of the British Army Medical Services, outlined the objectives of army medical museums:
Men will be able to learn from each other's ingenuity, and to avoid each other's errors. ... It is so hard for a surgeon to realize that the conditions he is only too familiar with in the heat of a campaign are unknown to those who do not share with him the labours of the field, and will also remain unknown to those who have to undertake the care of soldiers in future times unless a record is made. There cannot be any doubt that in our former wars we have been too apt to attend to the medical exigencies of the campaign, and when it closed to bury our experience instead of consolidating if for the use of a future time and generation. The dead soldier had already made the ultimate sacrifice for his nation; in the collection it was intended that he would continue to serve.
14 But did that happen? Surprisingly and unfortunately, there is no convincing evidence that the collection was ever exhibited after 1920 and these relics derived from fallen Canadian soldiers mysteriously disappeared. We have confirmed that no Canadian War specimens remain at the RCS in London nor the Maude Abbott Medical Museum at McGill. We contacted the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa and were told that they were aware of its former existence but have never seen the specimens. Finally, representatives of the Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Borden Military Museum and the Canadian Forces Health Services Training Centre, CFB Borden, had never even heard of it.
The quest then moved to the Library Archives Canada (LAC) in Ottawa, which holds Director General of Medical Services Fotheringham's papers. 48 While Abbott reported to Fotheringham about the CMWM efforts and had provided him with a final draft of at least the first volume of its official descriptive catalogue, no correspondence was found related to either. Library Archives Canada also holds the war diaries and other war papers of Adami, 49 who was initially charged with documenting the Canadian medical history of the War. These contain many entries about collecting specimens and describe the development of the policies surrounding this practice, but offer no insights as to what happened to the collection after the War.
Horst Oertel, MD (1871-
however, these were apparently just planning meetings that did not involve any type of public display, as we could find no evidence that the local newspapers were even aware of these meetings. In Abbott's autobiography written in 1929, it is clear that she is still expecting a museum building to display the collection in Ottawa and the descriptive catalogue to be published, but she does not discuss the fate of the specimens after the ACS exhibition. 1 In 1919, Major Campbell was listed as Curator of the National Medical Museum at 12 Emmett Street in the Ottawa phone directory (before 1919, this address was simply listed as DND space); therefore, we initially assumed that the collection had been moved to Ottawa for storage until the museum building was complete. However, Campbell apparently did not reenlist and the phone directory indicated that he was in private practice in Ottawa by 1921 (later entries indicate he was specializing in pediatrics); furthermore, the directory's listing for the National Medical Museum had also disappeared by 1921. In 1923, the building at 12 Emmett Street was listed as the Addison apartment building; it was demolished by the early 1930s and streets around it were reconfigured.
Turnover of Medical Corps staff overseeing the CMWM was apparently rapid. In a paper she presented at the IAMM meeting in 1922, Abbott made the following revealing comment as she was describing the progress on the CMWM and its descriptive catalogue. According to her, Campbell was 51 In other words, the CMWM had 5 different Officers-in-Charge providing its administrative support from Ottawa in as many years! As evidence of this rapid turnover, none of these 3 latter names appear in other extant records of the CMWM.
Since there was no compelling evidence that the collection had actually moved to Ottawa as planned (and recognizing the confusion existing at the time), we refocused on Maude Abbott 52 ; however, these obviously could not provide information pertaining to the whereabouts of the specimens after the ACS exhibition. It should be noted that at about this time, Abbott's situation at McGill became more tenuous as Oertel made it clear that he should be the curator of the McGill Medical Museum (ie, Abbott's only paying job). It should be emphasized that, as a woman, even at a time when pathology was flourishing and there was an overall shortage of pathologists, 53 Abbott had no clinical income to fall back on as she had never been granted privileges to practice pathology at any Montreal hospital. 4 Although Abbott had been a popular medical student teacher for several decades, this was not paid work.
In The scope and function of the Medical Museum does not appear to be clearly defined. Much of the teaching, as opposed to historical, material formerly in the Museum has been transferred to the Pathological Museum, but a good deal remains. Thus the spheres of activity of the Medical and Pathological Museums respectively await definition, and it would be well if this definition could be brought about. Perhaps the greatest difficulty in tracking the CMWM is its lack of a definitive name. In fact, it was given many names, including Canadian Army Medical Museum, Canadian National Medical Museum, National Medical Museum, Army Medical Department of the Canadian National War Museum, Canadian Army Medical Corps Museum, Canadian Army Medical Corps War Museum, Army Medical Pathological Museum, and Canadian National War Museum. To add to this confusion, an unrelated Canadian War Museum was actually built in Ottawa and flourishes today. 56 At the McGill Archives, we found a small file folder labelled ''C.A.M.C. War Museum,'' which contained internal McGill correspondence. 57 The file shows that Abbott had contracted with the DND to maintain the war specimens in her McGill Pathological Museum for $300 per year and that these specimens resided with her for the next 2 decades. The file's contents included her correspondence with DND related to the annual $300 check, her correspondence with the McGill Assistant Bursar related to depositing the check, her receipts and disbursements, and her hand-written ledgers. Interestingly, in 1927, she sought reimbursement for a trip to Ottawa, suggesting that plans for a museum building in Ottawa were still being discussed.
The CMWM was clearly a labor of love for Abbott. On September 16, 1938, she sent a balance sheet covering each fiscal year for the period 1923-1924 to 1937-1938 to the Assistant Bursar at McGill showing a surplus of $1831.94 in the account. In this letter, she states that ''I sent full reports on the status of the work on the descriptive catalogue, at the request of Col. (Jacob Leslie) Potter, the Director General of Medical Services, last winter, and I think it probable that Department of Militia will authorize publication of at least one of the volumes within the next few months.'' Abbott states she is also prepared to use her surplus to defray publication costs. In 1938, perhaps noting that the government was under pressure for fiscal restraint during the Great Depression, she notifies the DND that she can maintain the specimens for only $200 per year and the DND agrees to this on a go-forward basis. In December 1939, she received her first check for $200 for the care and upkeep of the Canadian Army Medical Museum during the fiscal year 1939-1940. 57 Little did she know the future repercussions of that small gesture. She died on September 2, 1940, only a few months after Fotheringham.
In retrospect, it is not surprising that the CMWM specimens remained at McGill. Since there was apparently no decision about funding for a dedicated museum building in Ottawa and since the specimens were safe under Abbott's care, there was no compelling reason to move them to Ottawa. After all, this was an inexpensive temporary solution. Interestingly, in Britain, the military had petitioned the government for a dedicated museum building to display the British War Collection as well, but the government opted for leaving their specimens at the RCS, which was also the least expensive option being considered. 14 
Rhea replaced Oertel as McGill Pathology Chairman in 1938.
58 Since Rhea had received strong praise for his macerated bone specimen collection-now part of the CMWM-he was likely a strong proponent of the collection, but he died on July 3, 1944. G. Lyman Duff, MD 5,59 replaced him. Because of some confusion in clearing the affairs of Abbott and because of the rapid turnover of department heads, no one sent DND bills for the Museum until 1945, when Duff wrote A. Ross, Esq, Deputy Minister, Army, DND, and explained that Abbott had died and that he was now the Curator of the Canadian Army Medical Corps Museum. On August 14, 1945, he wrote:
While it is true that the last grant received for maintenance of the museum on December 11 th 1939, amounted to only $200, the annual grant previous to that time had always been $300, which was paid directly to the Bursar of McGill University without annual application of submission of accounts by us. The sum of $300 per annum is the least that would be required to keep the museum in a normal state of repair and up to proper standard. Accordingly, I have asked the Bursar's Office to submit to you an account for $100, balance owing in respect to the year 1939-40 and separate accounts for the six years from 1940-41 and to 1945-46 inclusive, in the sum of $300 for each year... I trust that this will meet with your approval, and I shall expect to hear from you at a later date regarding the proposed special appropriation of $1,000 to cover the preparation and mounting of the sixty-five specimens that I understand are being forwarded to me from the Canadian Military Headquarters in London, England. 60 In addition to asking for more money retroactively, Duff also indicates that WWII pathologic specimens are arriving and are generating further costs. Ross replied on September 7, 1945 , that DND will only pay the $200 per annum that was mutually agreed to in 1938 and, noting that they ) that there is not enough space at the Pathological Institute to house the CMWM, that its contents ''are not suitable for undergraduate teaching,'' and that ''experience during the recent war showed that the museum in its present location was used practically not at all in the training or instruction of medical officers.'' Smith explains: ''This latter fact ... led Professor Duff to recommend to the Director General of Medical Services that the museum be located at an appropriate Army Training Centre (but) ... no action was taken by the Army.... it was our intention to transfer the Army Medical Museum to Camp Borden for the instruction of medical officers. This, however, could not be carried out as we were unable to find suitable housing space.'' Dean Smith further recommended that James should write to the DGMS ''to point out that McGill University will soon be unable to provide space any longer for the housing of the Canadian Army Medical Museum and requesting that the D.G.M.S. formulate plans whereby the Army Museum could be removed to other quarters selected by him, ... not later than the end of 1947, the reason for this request being the inadequacy of museum space for our own undergraduate purposes.'' Finally, Dean Smith wrote: ''For your information, I have heard, by a confidential route, the D.G.M.S. would like to have the museum situated in the R.C.A.M.C. Training Centre and the request for its removal on our part may help him towards this end. However, I do not think it would be politic for us to mention that we are knowledgeable of this fact or for us to imply that would be a good idea, as recommended by Professor Duff and mentioned above in this letter. '' 61 This letter precipitated Principal James to write the DGMS on August 18, 1947, as had been requested by Dean Smith. The contents of the letter are as suggested in the Dean's letter. This was followed by a reminder on September 16, 1947.
On September 22, 1947, Acting DGMS Stanley Gerald Umphrey Shier, MD, writes Cyril James:
Your letters of 18 August and 16 September regarding the Canadian Army Medical Museum have been received. Reply has been delayed until some definite line of action had been established. We are now in a position to advise that the arrangements have been made to move the specimens contained in this museum to another accommodation. At the same time, we would like to express our very great appreciation for the care which has been given these specimens by McGill University, since the inception of the museum many years ago. Professor Lyman Duff, present curator of the museum will be advised, by local army representative, as to what action is being taken to move the specimens. 61 Additional correspondence between Smith and James on November 3, 1947, confirms that the museum had already been removed, that space issues were very real, and that something needed to be done about the proliferation of pathology museums and accumulation of specimens at McGill. Smith describes a general shortage of museum space as well as the need to move Maude Abbott's congenital heart disease specimens from the Medical Building to the Children's Hospital and the need to do something with Osler's collection, which also resided in the Medical Building. The Dean also notes that Oertel had amassed a large collection of specimens during his tenure, that many remained in the Medical Building after the Pathological Institute Building was erected, and that he had Exactly where the CMWM had moved to is unclear from this vague statement. Longueuil is on the south shore of the St Lawrence River directly across from Montreal.
62 Saint Hubert is a borough of the city of Longueuil and it is possible that the specimens were moved to CFB St Hubert, a Royal Canadian Air Force base established during WWII at Montreal/St Hubert Airport. CFB St Hubert became part of CFB Montreal in 1968 but this base closed in 1997. 63 It is also possible that Shier simply arranged for temporary storage at a warehouse in Longueuil.
Stanley Gerald Umphrey Shier, OBE, CD, MD would become the 18th DGMS (this position was called Surgeon General after 1958) near the end of his career in March 1956. 64, 65 He had been Acting DGMS at the time of this transfer. Unfortunately, his papers are unsorted and not filed together at LAC. Therefore, it is not currently possible to track the specimens by using his correspondence and the CMWM disappeared from November 1947 until November 1951, when through another source, they were identified as being at CFB Borden. 66 I have attached two copies of a memorandum outlining our ideas about the Army Medical Museum (n.b., this is a four page document describing thoughts on how to improve the museum and make it more useful).
66
On January 7, 1952, Coke writes Shier that the Museum is to be part of the RCAMC School and to proceed as Hamilton suggested. They note:
There should be no difficulty in paying for the services of Dr. The specimens were apparently left in the care of the RCAMC School at CFB Borden in mid-1955. The file was officially closed June 21, 1961 . 66 We have not been able to identify any further useful correspondence after mid-1955 and so the CMWM was lost sometime during the last 60 years. Shier's papers are still not available at LAC. CFB Borden is unable to provide any further information. Stuart L. Beaton, Lieutenant Colonel (retired), Director Museum, CFB Borden, is certain that the specimens are not there now nor is he aware of them ever having been at CFB Borden (personal communication, August 2015).
CONCLUSIONS
Approximately 61,000 Canadians were killed in WWI. It was standard policy that bodies of Dominion soldiers were not repatriated but were buried in Europe, mostly France, where they fell.
14 The pathologic specimens accumulated for the CMWM were the only fallen soldiers returned to their homeland-albeit in a piecemeal fashion. Their families were never told at the time that their loved ones were ''continuing to serve'' after their deaths.
14 Sadly, after Maude Abbott had meticulously prepared these precious teaching specimens so that their previous owners' ultimate sacrifice would continue to help their military brethren, the relics were bureaucratically lost. Tragically, most of the WWI museum specimens collected by other combatant nations have also been either destroyed or lost. 72 As noted by Arthur Keith, ''such specimens are original documents; they constitute an original and reliable source of knowledge for all time.'' 73 While it is unlikely that continuing efforts will result in the CMWM specimens being found, perhaps as Shier's papers and other archival materials become sorted and catalogued, we may learn their fate. It is also possible that the draft of the descriptive catalogue might resurface, allowing this important piece of Canadian, WWI, medical museum, and pathology history to be preserved in the Osler Library 74 or the Maude Abbott Medical Museum.
75
Maude Abbott was clearly frustrated by the ''Catch 22'' scenario related the CMWM. She had been unable to enlist because she was a woman, and, because she was not enlisted, she was not allowed to assume any leadership role in this military operation, even though her expertise and dedication should have resulted in her overseeing the entire CMWM from its beginning to its successful completion. Instead, these leadership roles were repeatedly assigned to enlisted male physicians with no relevant experience and little passion for medical museums. It is another example of the discrimination that this female pathologist experienced throughout her academic career. Therefore, it is appropriate to close with a sexist comment, that the writer meant as a compliment, in her CMAJ obituary: Doctor Abbott's mind was characterized by three virtues, patience, perseverance, and versatility. While she often flitted from point to point in a way that was disconcerting to the mere male, yet she eventually came to order, and the final result was a piece of work logical, coherent, and eminently worthwhile. Her magnetism was such that she got things done. 76p395 Perhaps, having to kowtow to everyone in a uniform and not allowing Abbott authority to make any decisions was what was really lacking and why the CMWM never got ''done,'' unlike so many of her other impressive works.
